People’s Television Network, Inc
Broadcast Complex, Visayas Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City 1100
Telephone No. 3453-1097 /www.ptv.ph

BID BULLETIN NO. 3
5 August 2020
Supply, Delivery, Installation, Supervision, Training, Testing and Commissioning of One (1) Set
of Licensed Professional RF Network Planning Software for the
People’s Television Network, Inc. (PTNI)
ITB NO. 2020-0016

In response to queries, this Addendum is issued to modify or amend the bidding documents. This
shall form an integral part of the bidding documents.
QUERIES

RESPONSE

With regards on the perpetual license, is the updates
of the provided software forever or just for the two
year warranty period?

The perpetual license means that the software is a
one-time purchase and not based on subscription.
The software should still work even if the
warranty has already lapsed. Updates, upgrades,
and support shall be free of charge within the
specified warranty period. The vendor shall
provide extended warranty provisions for
updates, upgrades, and support.

Regarding on item no. 4 Cartographic Database 5m
2D data in Metro Manila, it is also written that you
need a Rasterized Population Data.

The 5m Data for Metro Manila should be applied
for the geographical data. (not for the population
data).

Do you need a Rasterized Population Data only for
20m resolution Nationwide? Because in the main
description of the software you only give a
description of a 20m data but here in the table you
also write about 5m data
So do you need the population data for this small
airing in Manila or population for the whole
territory of the Philippines?
In the main description of software the vintage in
20m data is 2017-2018 there is no vintage
requirement for 5m data. What is the vintage of 5m
data you would like to purchase?

Vintage should be 2020 (latest).
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The vintage of the data should’ve confirmed by the
certificate of the geographical data supply, how will
you check the vintage of the data?

The Supplier must provide a certificate from a
geographical data supplier. It will be submitted
prior to acceptance of the project.

Under 5.2.4.9 Other functions (vii) Depression
angle map, what do you mean by this?

5.2.4.9 are just other functions and item (vii)
Depression angle map is basically the angle of
depression from transmitting station to a specific
target position with the desired receiving antenna
height (i.e. 1.5m or 10m).

5m data – Do we have to also deliver population
data for Metro Manila or only geographical data?

Only geographical data for Metro Manila,

There is nothing mentioned regarding the
vintage of 5m data for Metro Manila. What is the
vintage of 5m data?

Vintage should be 2020.

How will the vintage of data be confirmed? Do we
need to supply any certificate from the geographical
data supplier?

The Vendor must provide a certificate from a
geographical data supplier.

Could you please clarify the perpetual license?

The perpetual license means that the software is a
one-time purchase and not based on subscription.
Updates and support shall be free of charge within
the specified warranty period and that the
software will still work even if the warranty
already lapsed.

Do we need to deliver 2 monitors for each set of
computers (4 totally) or is it a misprint in the
documentation?

Only one monitor per computer set, a total of 2
monitors.

5.2.1.1 Digital broadcasting planning tool must be
able to load the following cartographic data layers in
a single project: viii. Indoor plans for Indoor
propagation calculation - what do you mean by
this?

The software should be able to make portable
indoor coverage calculations. The user should
have a possibility to set building penetration loss
(BPL) value which can be adjusted to specified as
well as clutter dependent. The user should have a
possibility to change the clutter dependent values
of the BPL according to the measurement being
made. The actual indoor plans are not required
like the one used in Telco.
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All other information in the Bidding Documents inconsistent with the above is hereby revised
accordingly. All other provisions which are not affected shall remain in effect.
For further guidance and information of all concerned.
Thank you.

ATTY. JASON SHAHEER H. SALENDAB
Chairperson
Bids and Awards Committee

